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Agenda (1 of 2)

1. Review of minutes from last meeting

2. Review of Action Items from last meeting

3. General Items Update

4. GNI Scheduled Maintenance Update

5. Code Modification Proposal 
‒ A071 Alternative Capacity Arrangements in event of GNI Interruptions to Flows

6. Code Modification Proposal 
‒ A074 Changes to Daily Imbalance Charges: Second Tier Imbalance Price

7. Balancing 
‒ Balancing Arrangements Consultation Paper

‒ Balancing related Code Modification Proposals

 A075 Outline Basis for Selection and Determine the Optimum Level of the Second Tier Imbalance Multipliers

 A076 New Interim Email Balancing Platform

 A077 Introduction of a Daily Balancing Regime2



Agenda (2 of 2)

8. Code Modification Proposal
‒ A078 Overrun Charges at Domestic Entry Points

9. Virtual Reverse Flow

10. Gas and Electricity Interaction

11. Data Transparency

12. AOB

13. Next Code Modification Forum Meeting
‒ 5th October 2016 in Cork
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1. Review of minutes from last meeting 
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2. Review of Action Items from last meeting 
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ID Action Responsibility Status Priority

C452 The Transporter to issue a consolidate V5.0 of the Code of Operations Transporter Open – Propose to close Medium

C464

The Transporter will consider the concerns raised by industry in relation 

to credit level ratings. It will also discuss the issues directly with industry 

participants where necessary.

Transporter Open High

C478

The Transporter is to consider what the earliest possible date is for the 

implementation of a multi-party framework and/or a market based 

imbalance cash out price.

Transporter Open High

C483

The Transporter is to investigate adding further enhancements to the 

VRF product:

1. Notification if additional VRF capacity available.

2. Within-day auctions

3. Interruption time-stamping

Transporter Open High

C484
The Transporter to notify participants when Gas-Electricity Interaction 

Forum meetings are scheduled to take place and provide updates from 

these Forums at Code Modification Forum meetings.

Transporter Open – Propose to close Medium

C488
The Transporter is to consider Part C, Section 1 of the Code of 

Operations in light of the query on UIOLI by an industry participant.
Transporter 

Open – Propose to close 

(A078 raised)
Medium

C489
The Transporter to provide all Shippers with a profile of the gas that 

flowed at Moffat and Bellanaboy on the 9th July.
Transporter Open – Propose to close High

Code Modification Forum – Open Actions (1 of 2)
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ID Action Responsibility Status Priority

C490
Transporter representatives to contact the impacted Shippers directly, as a priority, 

to brief them on the sequence of events on 9th July at Bellanaboy.
Transporter Open – Propose to close High

C491

The Regulator to examine any potential licencing issues for Shippers and/or the 

Operator associated with large positive imbalances (system long) resulting in flow 

restrictions and associated TSO balancing actions.

Regulator Open – Propose to close High

C492

The Transporter will communicate directly with each Shipper about all maintenance 

plans for the 2016/2017 gas year.

The Transporter will also present an overview of their Maintenance Notification 

Procedures at the next Forum meeting.

Transporter Open High

C493 The Regulator to review and provide feedback on proposed Code Modification A071. Regulator Open High

C494 The Regulator to issue direction on A072. Regulator Open – Propose to close High

C495 The Regulator to direct approval of legal drafting for A073. Regulator Open – Propose to close Medium

C496
The Transporter to provide an overview of all available GNI data from various data 

sources by the next Forum meeting.
Transporter Open – Propose to close Medium

C497

The Transporter to circulate a Doodle Poll to establish date preference for a 

September Gas-Electricity Interaction Forum meeting, which will then be scheduled 

accordingly.

Transporter Open – Propose to close Medium

C498
The Transporter to review the availability of data on Cumulative Imbalance Costs 

and revert back to industry participants regarding their request for this data.
Transporter Open – Propose to close Medium

C499
Industry participants to submit their responses to Code Modification A074 within one 

week of circulation.

Industry 

Participants
Open – Propose to close High

C500
Once industry responses have been reviewed, the Regulator will make a decision on 

proposed Code Modification A074.
Regulator Open – Propose to close High

Code Modification Forum – Open Actions (2 of 2)



3. General Items Update

Code Modification Forum
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Code Of Operations 5.0

• Version 5.0 of the Code of Operations has been approved by the CER and is now live 

on the GNI website at the following location:

‒ http://www.gasnetworks.ie/en-IE/Gas-Industry/Services-for-Suppliers/codeofoperations/

• Version 5.0 of the Code of Operations consolidates all changes approved up to the 1st

of October 2015.

• A further revision will be released shortly to reflect any mods approved by the CER 

subsequent to the 1st of October 2015.
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4. GNI Scheduled Maintenance Update

Code Modification Forum
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Network Maintenance Update
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Location Nature of Works
Planned Timings 

(Subject to change)
Duration (days)

Entry/Exit Points 

Affected

Impact on flows 

at entry/exit 

points affected

Midleton 

Compressor 

Station

Upgrade of station 

control system
29 August 8 days Inch Entry Point

No flows available 

from Inch entry 

point

Please note the above works/timings/duration are subject to change



IT Maintenance Update
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Nature of Works
Planned Timings 

(Subject to change)

Duration 

(days)
Systems Affected

New GTMS release scheduled, including hourly 

VRF notifications.

Week 

commencing 19th

Sept 2016

NA GTMS

GTMS hardware upgrade – no user impact.
Last week of 

November 2016
NA GTMS

Please note the above works/timings/duration are subject to change



5. Code Modification Proposal A071:

‘Alternative Capacity Arrangements in event of GNI 

Interruptions to Flows’

Code Modification Forum
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A071 Current Status 

• CER Statement.
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6. Code Modification Proposal A074:

‘Changes to Daily Imbalance Charges: 

Second Tier Imbalance Price’

Code Modification Forum
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Responses to A074

Bord Gáis Energy

• BG Energy is in favour of this proposal.

Electric Ireland 

• Electric Ireland consider the proposed balancing penalty to be penal, in the context of end DM and LDM 

customers. End users who cooperate to ensure accurate nominations will be disproportionately penalised 

due to the actions of other market participants.

• Electric Ireland note that suppliers with a DM customer base only receive consumption information on a 

D+1 basis, and have no within day capacity to monitor consumption.

• Electric Ireland note that daily allocation reads can be adjusted up to D+5, causing greater challenges for 

shippers’ daily and weekly forecasting.

• The preference of Electric Ireland is for less adjusted reads and earlier information, and for imbalances to 

be more correctly apportioned.

• Electric Ireland state that the timeline for implementation is unrealistic.
16



Responses to A074

Energia

• Energia contend that it is unclear what the urgent issue is that is being addressed by the proposed change 

in Second Tier imbalance prices.

• Energia accept that Shippers with historic poor Second Tier imbalance performances will be incentivised to 

improve behaviour by a more penal regime.

• Energia contend that if the proposal is to deal with recent patterns of behaviour by Shippers at Corrib, that 

such behaviour will be alleviated once the commissioning of Corrib is complete.

• They believe that if there is a remaining commercial incentive for Shippers to leave gas on the network, 

then the proposal will not deter them from doing so.

• Energia believe that provision should be inserted into the proposal, to prevent imposition of penal rates for 

Power Generation Shippers who, at specific times, cannot effect changes in their behaviour.

17



Responses to A074

IOOA

• IOOA is disappointed with the process followed by GNI.

• IOOA do not consider that the proposal will significantly change Shipper behaviour, as it does not believe the 

proposal targets Shippers that are causing imbalances, in any way.

• IOOA believe a market based dynamic balancing solution is required to tackle large imbalances. A 

shipper/producer may be happy to sell gas at a multiplier of 0.75.

• IOOA believe that a trading/balancing platform is required to provide a market-based solution, along with the 

removal of tolerances.

• IOOA believe more detail is required on basis of multipliers proposed.

• IOOA suggest that the impact of commercial operation of Corrib on network system management should be 

considered over a longer timeframe.

• IOOA contend that given the consultation process closes on 29 July, the implementation date should be 

extended to at least 1 November.

• IOOA believe that if the proposal is to be implemented, the multipliers should be assessed weekly to determine 

optimal level, and measures should be temporary until a market-based solution is implemented.

• Kinsale Energy Limited and Vermilion Energy Ireland Limited both fully supported 

IOOA’s response.
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Responses to A074

Shell Energy

• Shell do not support the implementation of A074.

• Shell suggest that this proposal should be shelved, while there are industry discussions regarding the gas 

balancing regime and shippers should be afforded sufficient time to analyse data furnished in relation to the 

impact of such a proposal.

• Shell suggest that the impact of Corrib flows on network system management should be considered over a 

longer timeframe.

• Shell contend that GNI should concentrate efforts on developing an effective balancing regime, where 

Shippers have the primary balancing role, with a residual role for the network operator.

SSE Ireland

• SSE is generally supportive of the proposal, but contend that risks should be placed on parties best able to 

finance them.

• SSE consider that, until there is a fully developed balancing platform in place, a conditional element should 

be inserted in the Code to the effect that the proposed modified imbalance price should only apply when the 

Transporter has either declared a period of system stress or has activated its options under the bilateral 

Balancing Gas Contract.
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Responses to A074

Statoil

• Statoil strongly opposes A074, contending that the proposed change in the Second Tier imbalance price 

will not change shipper behaviour as is intended, and would dispute GNI’s methodology in the matter.

• They contend that the basis of the problem is the absence of a Trading/Balancing platform, which would 

have the required balancing tools.

• Statoil contend that the removal of tolerances would assist shippers towards using the platform to 

balance and enhancing liquidity.

• Statoil contend that given the consultation process closes on 29 July, the implementation date should be 

extended to at least 1 November.

• Statoil feel that the annual imbalance settlement is unfair, and would like to see this become a monthly 

process.
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Responses to A074

Tynagh Energy 

• Tynagh submit gas nominations based on dispatch instructions from Eirgrid for each gas day as 

accurately as possible and consider that any penalty for following a TSO’s instruction is unjust.

• If proposal to copy Eirgrid’s NCC Gas Indicative Schedules materialises, Tynagh advocate that no 

imbalance charges apply to Gas Fired Generators when their gas capacity holding and nomination is in 

line with the final Indicative Schedule, as published by Eirgrid at circa 23.00 hours. 

• Tynagh do not agree with proposals in A074.

• They question how often Shippers on a third party balancing platform would have opposing positions 

required to facilitate a trade on a given day.

• Tynagh feel gas fired generators should not be exposed to overrun or imbalance charges when 

capacity holding and nominations are in line with Eirgrid’s final Indicative Schedule.
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Responses to A074

Vayu

• Vayu firmly do not agree with the proposed changes to multipliers.

• Vayu believe that the proposed multipliers represent a penal imbalance rate imposed by GNI, instead of 

incentivising efficient balancing.

• Vayu believe there has not been enough discussion on possible viable alternative.

• Vayu suggest a number of alternative approaches utilising a tiered pricing regime, or a more targeted penal 

pricing regime.

• Vayu state that Shippers with a portfolio of DM customers will be at a disadvantage to Shippers with 

NDM/LDM sites due to D+1 allocations at DM sites.

• Vayu believe more analysis is required to develop an overall solution.
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Transporter’s View on A074

• The Transporter has stated, on several occasions, that the purpose of modifying the 2nd Tier imbalance 

multipliers is to incentivise Shippers to avoid generating 2nd Tier imbalances, while recognising that 1st Tier 

tolerances are a means of protecting Shippers from being penalised due to circumstances outside their control.

• Intended Outcome: To better incentivise individual shippers to balance their portfolio by the end of a gas day. 

‒ A lower price will be paid to shippers for 2nd Tier Imbalances where they have a positive imbalance.

‒ A higher charge will be levied on a shipper for 2nd Tier Imbalances where they have a negative imbalance quantity.

• Benefits of Implementation: Total net amount of money being spent by the Transporter on behalf of all 

Shippers to cashout individual shippers on a day will be reduced.

• Consequences of not making this Modification: The unnecessary net costs of balancing transactions to the 

disbursements account of imbalances will continue. 

‒ Shippers may continue to leave significant positive imbalances in their portfolios.

‒ The aggregate shipping community should benefit from this modification, in terms of the net costs of balancing the 

Network.
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A074 Current Status 

• CER Statement.

‒ The CER have formally approved this Code Modification. 

‒ The new pricing regime will come into effect on 1st September 2016.
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Code Modification Forum

7. Balancing



• GNI is now consulting on the range of balancing options available. 

• Consultation Paper is available at the following link: 
http://www.gasnetworks.ie/en-IE/Gas-Industry/System-Operator/Sub-Page-
1/Balancing-Arrangements-Consultation-Paper/

‒ 11 questions posed concerning: 

 views on a Trading Platform.

 views on a Balancing Platform.

 views on Transitioning to a Platform.

• Industry feedback will inform GNI on next steps, when it submits a proposal 
to the CER for approval. 

• Deadline for Industry Responses is 15th September 2016, to allow for 
review and consolidation of responses for a workshop in early October.

• Against this timeline, a Balancing Workshop is proposed to take place on 
the afternoon of 5th October 2016 (after the general Code Mod Meeting).
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Balancing Arrangements Consultation Paper

http://www.gasnetworks.ie/en-IE/Gas-Industry/System-Operator/Sub-Page-1/Balancing-Arrangements-Consultation-Paper/


Balancing Related Code Modification Proposals

Three Balancing Related Code Modification Proposals raised by the IOOA.

• Proposals circulated on 18th August 2016 to Forum Participants.

A075 

• Outline Basis for Selection and Determine the Optimum Level of the Second Tier Imbalance 

Multipliers

A076 

• New Interim Email Balancing Platform

A077 

• Introduction of a Daily Balancing Regime
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Code Modification Proposal No. A075

Presentation by Brian McGlinchey



Code Modification Proposal Presentation

Outline Basis for Selection and Determine the Optimum Level of the 

Second Tier Imbalance Multipliers

Code Modification Number: A075

Proposer: Irish Offshore Operators’ Association

Submission Date:  16 August, 2016



Introduction

Code Modification 

Proposal Title and 

Number

Code Modification A075:

Outline Basis for Selection and Determine the Optimum 

Level of the Second Tier Imbalance Multipliers

Proposed 

Implementation Date
1 October 2016

Rationale for 

Implementation Date
To facilitate an efficient level of multiplier best designed to 

encourage efficient balancing

Proposed sections of 

the Code to be 

Modified 

Part E, Section 1.6.1 (d)(i)(1)

Part E, Section 1.6.1 (d)(ii)(1)



• Recent Code Modification A074 was rushed through without proper 

consultation and the arrangements adopted flies in the face of the spirit of 

the interim balancing.

• “The Balancing Code places a stringent requirement to try and develop a 

functioning short-term gas flexibility market within ROI to enable network 

users to take primary responsibility for their balancing” - GNI Balancing 

Network Code Interim Measures Report 5 March, 2015

• GNI presented to industry an incomplete analysis of imbalance costs related 

to A074 code modification

• GNI needs to detail the basis for determining the multipliers under the 

current system, in particular as approved under code modification A074. 

• Currently it appears that multipliers have been set on an arbitrary basis. 

• The purpose is to properly debate and analyse if there is an effective level of 

multiplier best designed to encourage efficient balancing.  If there is not, 

then the multipliers should be returned to 0.95 / 1.05 pending the 

introduction of a balancing regime that complies with the EU Balancing 

Code.

• Also GNI to consider changing the multiplier from 1.25 back to 1.05 as the 

current issue is that the system is being left long.

Rationale for Proposed Modification



• To justify the selection of multipliers through a clear and transparent 

methodology and to adopt multiplier levels that are fit for purpose and 

encourage efficient balancing.

• To ensure that flows through indigenous entry points are only constrained as 

a last resort.

Intended Outcome of Proposed Modification



• If appropriate efficient multipliers are adopted by GNI then shippers may 

remain in balance and minimise the amount of balancing actions that 

the transporter needs to take. 

Benefits of Proposed Modification



Consequences of Not Making This Change

• Current second tier multipliers (0.75 / 1.25) will not change shipper 

behaviour significantly as the modification is intended to do.

• On a day a shipper may be happy to sell its gas at a multiplier of 0.75, in 

which case the current multipliers (0.75 / 1.25) will have no impact.

• The current imbalance multipliers runs contrary to the spirit of the 

interim balancing regime which requires all EU countries to adapt a 

market based solution to balancing by 2019 but permits interim 

arrangements as you move towards compliance - the use of (0.75 / 

1.25) multipliers are not an acceptable interim arrangement. 

• The now current and disproportionately penal multipliers (0.75 / 1.25) 

will continue to be applied unnecessarily to all shippers.



Questions ?



Code Modification Proposal No. A076

Presentation by Kieron Carroll



Code Modification Proposal Presentation

New Interim Email Balancing Platform

Code Modification Number: A076

Proposer: Irish Offshore Operators’ Association

Submission Date:  16 August, 2016



Introduction

Code Modification 

Proposal Title and 

Number

Code Modification A076:

New Interim Email Balancing Platform

Proposed 

Implementation Date
1 October 2016

Rationale for 

Implementation Date
To facilitate the use of cost reflective imbalance charges during 

gas year 2016/17

Proposed sections of 

the Code to be 

Modified 

Part E, Section 1.6.1 (d)(i)(1) – the current multiplier of 0.75 will 

change each day to that determined via the email bids

Part E, Section 1.6.1 (d)(ii)(1) – the current multiplier of 1.25 will 

change each day to that determined via the email bids



• GNI, as the Transporter, must act proactively to ensure that its system is 

appropriately balanced.

• Visibility as to the status of the transmission system is necessary to enable 

shippers to make more informed decisions regarding balancing. 

• Current multipliers (0.75/1.25) unnecessarily and indiscriminately penalise all 

shippers but do not ensure an adequately balanced system.

• Industry wide acceptance that imbalance costs should be determined on a 

cost reflective basis.

• If no balancing action taken on a day, multipliers of 0.95/1.05 will be used

• If Buy action taken, Sell multiplier will be 1.05 and Buy multiplier will be as bid 

but not less than 0.75

• If Sell action taken, Buy multiplier will be 0.95 and Sell multiplier will be as bid 

but not more than 1.25

Rationale for Proposed Modification



• To ensure that the Transporter acts proactively to balance its system.

• To ensure that flows through indigenous entry points are only constrained as 

a last resort. 

• The distribution of near real time transportation system pressure and 

aggregate entry/exit flow data to key undertakings;  and

• The determination of market reflective imbalance multipliers on an interim 

basis via an exchange of emails. 

Intended Outcome of Proposed Modification



• Transporter will have to adopt a more pro-active role to balancing its 

network.

• Shippers will have access to near real time data relating to the operation 

of the transportation system.

• Imbalance costs will be ascertained on a cost reflective basis (albeit on 

an interim basis only) pending the introduction of a fully functioning daily 

balancing regime.

Benefits of Proposed Modification



• The now current and disproportionately penal multipliers (0.75/1.25) will 

continue to be applied unnecessarily and indiscriminately to all Shippers.

Consequences of Not Making This Change



Example – Benefits of More Proactive Balancing 



Example – System Data / Balancing Buy – Sell Notification

Transmission System Status Update and / or Balancing Gas Advisory

Aggregate Nominations (in kWh) for Gas Day

Moffat Forward Flow 19,873,000

Moffat Virtual Reverse Flow 19,873,000

Bellanaboy 103,300,000

Inch 4,200,000

All Exits 90,451,076

Transporter's estimate of demand for day 95,000,000

Linepack Status (in kWh) at 15:00 hrs

Ring Main 50,000,000

Interconnectors 75,000,000

Balancing Gas Alert

Quantity 

(kWh)

Offer Price 

(% SAP)

Balancing Gas Buy Quantity 0

Balancing Gas Sell Quantity 5,000,000



Questions ?



Code Modification Proposal No. A077

Presentation by Henk Kreuze



Code Modification Proposal Presentation

Introduction of a Daily Balancing Regime

Code Modification Number: A077

Proposer: Irish Offshore Operators’ Association

Submission Date:  16 August, 2016



Introduction

Code Modification 

Proposal Title and 

Number

Code Modification A077:

Introduction of a Daily Balancing Regime

Proposed 

Implementation Date
1 March 2017

Rationale for 

Implementation Date
Reform of existing arrangements is long overdue and proposed 

implementation date is very achievable if supported by both 

CER and GNI

Proposed sections of 

the Code to be 

Modified 

Part E – Balancing and Shrinkage



• “The Balancing Code places a stringent requirement to try and develop a 

functioning short-term gas flexibility market within ROI to enable network 

users to take primary responsibility for their balancing” - GNI Balancing 

Network Code Interim Measures Report 5 March, 2015

• The price signals and incentives given to all shippers (and not just those 

currently out of balance) by a daily balancing regime together with the threat 

of negative pricing (which may occur in exceptional circumstances) is the 

ultimate incentive for shippers to remain balanced on a day.

Rationale for Proposed Modification



• A third party trading platform will be used on a daily basis (in compliance 

with the EU balancing network code) to determine cash out prices which are 

expected to vary in-line with the length / shortness of the transportation 

network line pack.

• To publish draft business rules for a trading platform at the IBP for 

consultation and discussion by 1 November 2016, finalise the business rules 

by 1 February 2017 and implement such rules by 1 March 2017.

Intended Outcome of Proposed Modification



• Out of balance shippers will be exposed to the full market 

consequences of their operations (including the threat of negative 

pricing in exceptional circumstances) thereby enhancing incentives to 

balance whilst allowing other shippers to receive the fair market value 

for any excess flexibility in which they have invested.

Benefits of Proposed Modification



Consequences of Not Making This Change

• The current balancing arrangements do not rate well when compared 

against “International Best Practice” and the continued use of these 

arrangements runs contrary to the spirit of the Balancing Code which 

requires all EU countries to adapt a market based solution to balancing 

by 2019 and will continue to reflect poorly on GNI.



Questions ?



A075, A076 and A077

• Forum Discussion.
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8. Code Modification Proposal A078:

‘Overrun Charges at Domestic Entry Points’

Code Modification Forum
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Code Modification Proposal No. A078

Presentation by Amrik Bal



Code Modification Proposal Presentation

Overrun Charges at Domestic Entry Points

Code Modification Number: A078

Proposer: Irish Offshore Operators’ Association

Submission Date:  16 August, 2016



Introduction

Code Modification 

Proposal Title and 

Number

Code Modification A078:

Overrun Charges at Domestic Entry Points

Proposed 

Implementation Date
1 October 2016

Rationale for 

Implementation Date
To give immediate effect to existing references in the Code of 

Operations to anti-capacity hoarding measures similar to those 

in place at the Moffat Interconnection Point. 

Proposed sections of 

the Code to be 

Modified 

Part C – Capacity, paragraph 11.3.6: Entry Capacity Overrun 

Charge



• The Code of Operations currently contains provisions that have no obvious means of being put 

into effect. If nothing else, efficient Code management and greater certainty for system users 

dictates that such provisions are removed or the situation rectified by giving them effect 

• Removal in this case is not credible: the provisions in question relate to the prevention of short-

term and long-term capacity hoarding at domestic entry points (see paragraphs 1.2 & 1.3, part C 

of the Code of Operations) and so represent the domestic equivalent of one the most basic 

principles underpinning 3rd Energy Package-related capacity reforms: CMP. 

• Implementation is crucial:  functioning anti-capacity hoarding measures help enhance an efficient 

use of the network and remove a barrier to entry, thus enhancing & facilitating competition more 

broadly.  

• The most immediate way of giving expression to paragraphs 1.2 & 1.3 of part C is by revision to 

the overrun charge: in the event that no primary capacity is available booked but unutilised 

capacity would be subject to an overrun charge set at 1/365th of the annual entry capacity charge.

Rationale for Proposed Modification



Questions ?



A078

• CER Statement.
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Code Modification Forum

9. Virtual Reverse Flow
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Code Modification Forum

10. Gas and Electricity Interaction
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Code Modification Forum

11. Data Transparency



Overview of GNI Data Available (1 of 8)

1.  Data on GNI Transparency Data Platform

‒ GNI disseminates the following data on this website (http://web1.gnigtms.ie/):

 Daily Capacities 

 Daily Physical Flows at IPs 

 Daily Gas Qualities as IPs 

 Monthly Capacities at IPs 

 Monthly Capacities 

 Yearly Capacities 

 Historical Capacities 

 Interruption Information 

 Congestion Management Procedures 

 Inch Transparency Data 

‒ The updated Transparency Data Platform went live on 9th June 2016. 

‒ At present:

 Some of the data links re-route the user to the ENTSOG Transparency Platform.

 Some capacity data is reported as ‘confidential’ and other data is missing (e.g. planned interruptions).
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GNI Transparency Data Platform (landing page)

http://web1.gnigtms.ie/
https://transparency.entsog.eu/
http://web1.gnigtms.ie/)


Overview of GNI Data Available (2 of 8)

2.  GNI Monthly Reports

‒ GNI currently publishes a Transportation Networks Monthly Report (http://www.gasnetworks.ie/en-

IE/Gas-Industry/Transparency/Transportation-Montly-Reports/2016-Reports/) on the GNI website, 

monthly in arrears. The most recent published data is for July 2016.

‒ This report has been developed in compliance with the Transparency requirements contained within 

Annex 1 Chapter 3 of Regulation EC 715/2009.

‒ Data included in this report: 

 Entry Point Energy/ Volume of Gas

 Balancing Actions

 Imbalance Price

 Gas Consumption by Market Sector

 Gas Quality Data

 Scheduling Charges

 Monthly Shrinkage Total
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http://www.gasnetworks.ie/en-IE/Gas-Industry/Transparency/Transportation-Montly-Reports/2016-Reports/
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Example of Data is Reported in Monthly Report –
Pricing Data for July 2016 (3 of 8)



Overview of GNI Data Available (4 of 8)

3.  GNI Data disseminated by ENTSOG

‒ ENTSOG’s Transparency Platform (TP) (see Screenshot 1) is available through this website (https://transparency.entsog.eu/).

Screenshot 1: ENTSOG Database
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https://transparency.entsog.eu/


Overview of GNI Data Available (5 of 8)

GNI Data disseminated by ENTSOG (Continued)

‒ ENTSOG present data on the following indicators:

 Nomination    

 Renomination

 Allocation    

 Physical Flow    

 GCV    

 Wobbe Index    

 Capacity   

 Firm   (Technical, Booked, Available)

 Interruptible  (Total, Booked, Available)

 Interruption   

 Firm Planned  (Subcategories)

 Firm Unplanned   (Subcategories)

 Interruptible Planned (Subcategories) 

 Interruptible Actual (Subcategories)

‒ On the ENTSOG Platform, it is possible to view data for multiple indicators in the same graph.
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Overview of GNI Data Available (6 of 8)

4.  Proposed Data Transparency Improvements in 2016/2017

Transparency Data – Scene Setting

‒ Review of GNI data transparency has been undertaken, including: 

 data currently published by GNI.

 data provided by other TSOs.

 data transparency regulatory requirements. 

Data Dissemination Improvements underway

 An Urgent Market Message (UMM) alert, with an RSS feed, is going live shortly.
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Overview of GNI Data Available (7 of 8)

Proposed Data Transparency Improvements in 2016/2017 (Continued)

Proposed Enhancements to Transparency Data Reporting

 Report data more frequently, where appropriate.

 Present historic and ‘near real-time’ data, where possible.

 Report time periods that can be aggregated or broken down. 

 Report additional indicators, where relevant.

 Report key statistics in a more user friendly and visually appealing format. 

 Display data in graphic and tabular formats.

 Enable data to be downloadable.

 Provide concise explanations of each indicator reported.

The ultimate aim is the provision of useful information in a user friendly database (i.e. easy to locate and navigate through), 

thereby maximising user accessibility and functionality.

Proposed improvements are contingent on associated costs and budgetary issues.72



Overview of GNI Data Available (8 of 8)

5.  List of Relevant Data Links

‒ GNI Transparency Data Platform: http://web1.gnigtms.ie/

‒ GNI Monthly Reports: http://www.gasnetworks.ie/en-IE/Gas-Industry/Transparency/Transportation-Montly-Reports/2016-Reports/

‒ ENTSOG Transparency Platform: https://transparency.entsog.eu/
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12.   Any Other Business

Code Modification Forum
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13. Upcoming Code Modification Forum Meetings:
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CMF Dates 2016 Location

27 January (Wednesday) Cork

9 March (Wednesday) Dublin

20 April (Wednesday) Cork

1 June (Wednesday) Dublin

13 July (Wednesday) Cork

31 August (Wednesday) Dublin

5 October (Wednesday) Cork

16 November (Wednesday) Dublin

14 December(Wednesday) Cork

Balancing Workshop proposed 

to take place in the afternoon



Thank you for your participation


